FRAMEWORKS
A framework is a set of constraints on components and their interaction, and a set of benefits that derive from those constraints. A framework defines a model of computation, which governs the interaction of components. Thus, the first step in understanding suitable models of computation is to understand what makes a framework useful for embedded system design. The embedded systems community must be very open about what "components" and "frameworks" might entail. Otherwise, we have little hope of getting a useful model because the prevailing component architectures in software engineering are not suitable for embedded systems.
Most frameworks have four service categories:
• interaction. For components that interact by sending messages, the lexicon is a type system that defines the possible messages. The words of the vocabulary are types in some languages (or family of languages, as in CORBA).
Along any of these dimensions, a framework may be very broad or very specific. The more constraints there are, the more specific it is. Ideally, this specificity comes with benefits. For example, Unix pipes do not support feedback structures, and therefore cannot deadlock. The Internet is a framework that primarily constrains the lexicon (byte streams) and the protocols (TCP/IP, UDP, and HTTP). These constraints produce the primary benefit of platform independence.
A framework is often deeply ingrained in the culture of the designers who use it. Consequently, designers fail to consider concepts and ideas that are meaningful but outside that culture. The framework essentially fades into the background of a particular application area. The Turing sequentiality of computation, for example, is so deeply ingrained in contemporary computer science culture that we no longer realize just how thoroughly we have banished time from the domain of discourse. Common practice in concurrent programming is that the framework components are threads (the ontology), which use semaphores and monitors (the protocols) to share memory (the epistemology) and exchange objects (the lexicon). This is a very broad framework with few benefits. It is particularly hard to talk about the properties of an aggregate of components because the aggregate no longer has the properties of its individual components. Indeed, it is very difficult to characterize the aggregate component at all, as the "A Broader View of Components and Frameworks" sidebar describes.
The key challenge in embedded software research then is to invent frameworks with properties that better match the application domain. One requirement is to reintroduce time. Another is to recognize that certain essential properties (safety and liveness, for example) compose when components become an aggregate.
Concurrency
A framework that allows concurrency is particularly useful in designing embedded systems. A model in such a framework consists of components that can perform Until recently, computer scientists have largely ignored embedded software. As a software problem, it was small, too retro in its use of quaint techniques such as assembly language programming, and too limited by hardware costs. The best software technologies, with their profligate use of memory, layers of abstraction, elaborate algorithms, and statistical optimization did not seem applicable. Because the research results did not fit the problem, the problem was not interesting.
This has changed for many reasons, and researchers are beginning to retool their research to address the very real and very different problems embedded software poses.
Hardware capabilities have improved. The techniques of old, such as automatic memory management or late binding to support polymorphism, seem within reach for embedded systems, but the techniques need significant adapting.
Design challenges
Embedded software is harder to design. Embedded systems are increasingly networked, which introduces significant complications such as downloadable modules that dynamically reconfigure the system. Moreover, consumers demand ever more elaborate functionality, which greatly increases software complexity. These systems can no longer be designed by a single engineer fine-tuning tens of kilobytes of assembly code.
Embedded software often encapsulates domain expertise, particularly when it must process sensor data or control actuators. Even very small programs may contain highly sophisticated algorithms, requiring a deep understanding of the domain and of supporting technologies, such as signal processing.
The emerging embedded software components business is a consequence of this complexity. It is very difficult to replicate a toll-quality speech coder or a radio modem with commodity programmers.
Existing software design techniques aren't suitable. Partly because it is recent, and partly because of the domain expertise it requires, embedded software is often designed by engineers who are classically trained in the domain, for example in internal combustion engines. They have little background in the theory of computation, concurrency, object-oriented design, operating systems, and semantics. In fact, it is arguable that other engineering disciplines have little to offer to the embedded system designer today because of their mismatched assumptions about the role of time and because of their profligate use of hardware resources. But these disciplines will be essential if embedded software is to become more complex, modular, adaptive, and network aware.
Interfacing to the real world
The drastic mismatch between many of the modern software techniques and the needs of embedded systems is not surprising if you remember that interfacing to the real world has only just begun to extend beyond keyboards and screens (which themselves are a relatively recent design emphasis). Computation has its roots in the transformation of data, not in the interaction with sensors, actuators, or even humans. Software in networked embedded systems, in contrast, will almost certainly be composed of components that operate concurrently and in real time, often interacting remotely.
The terms "component" and "framework" are overused. Sometimes the meaning is very specific-components are "distributed objects." Sometimes it is very broad-components are any kind of building block. I prefer the very broad interpretation, because none of the established narrow interpretations match the needs of embedded software. Designers construct complex embedded software from distinct modules of some sort. The modules are the components, and the framework is the mechanism by which the modules interact. Ideally, the modules will be reusable and embody valuable domain-specific expertise.
Reusable software components for embedded systems are already a viable business, particularly in signal processing, where considerable domain expertise is encapsulated. However, the definition of these components is ad hoc, the framework is unsophisticated, and their role in the embedded system is totally static. As embedded systems become network aware and configurable, these traditional components will not adapt well. Networked embedded systems are likely to alter their architecture dynamically, as agents, changing service demands, and new components arrive over the network.
Subroutines
The most widely applied software component technology is probably subroutines-finite computations that take predefined arguments and produce final results. Subroutine libraries are marketable component repositories, but they are a poor match for many embedded system problems. Consider for example a speech coder for a cellular telephone. It is artificial to define the speech coder in terms of finite computations. You can do it, of course, particularly with the help of syntactic mechanisms such as objects, which make it easier to package subroutines with data that persists across those subroutines' calls. However, a speech coder is more like a process than a subroutine. It is a nonterminating computation that transforms an unbounded stream of input data into an unbounded stream of output data. A commercial speech coder for cellular telephony is likely to be defined as a process that expects to execute on a dedicated signal processor.
Processes and threads
Processes and their cousins, threads, are widely used for concurrent software design. Indeed, you can view processes as a component technology, in which a multitasking operating system or multithreaded execution engine provides the framework that coordinates the components. The framework supports component interaction mechanisms, such as monitors, semaphores, and remote procedure calls. In this context, a process is a component that exposes at its interface an ordered sequence of external interactions. As a component technology, however, processes and threads are extremely weak. From an external view, a process or thread is a sequence of interactions. An aggregate of two processes, however, does not constitute a process because it no longer exposes an ordered sequence of external interactions. Indeed, without considerable extra effort, probably using semaphores and monitors, the external interactions no longer have a well-defined order. Without imposing additional constraints, two processes do not form any component that you can easily (and usefully) characterize-which is why concurrent programs built from processes or threads are so hard to get right. It is very difficult to talk about the aggregate's properties because you don't know what the aggregate is.
Semaphores and monitors are at the assembly-language level of concurrency and are too difficult for anyone but operating system experts to use reliably. (Most engineers completely understand only trivial designs.) Overly conservative rules of thumb dominate, such as "Always grab locks in the same order." 1 Concurrency theory has much more to offer than concurrency practice, but again it probably needs adapting for embedded system design. For example, it often reduces concurrency to interleavings, which trivializes time by asserting that all computations are equivalent to sequences of discrete timeless operations.
Frameworks
In this context, a framework is a set of constraints on components and their interaction, and a set of benefits that derive from those constraints. This definition is broader than (but consistent with) the framework definition in objectoriented design. 2 By this definition, there are many, many frameworks, some of which are purely conceptual, cultural, or even philosophical. Others are embodied in the software. Operating systems are frameworks in which the components are single programs or processes. Programming languages are frameworks in which the components are language primitives and aggregates of these primitives, and where the grammar defines the possible interactions. Distributed component middleware such as the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) and Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) are frameworks. Synchronous digital hardware design principles are a framework. JavaBeans form a framework that is tuned to user interface construction. A particular class library and policies for its use is a framework.
As is true of all applications-not just embedded systems-the choice of framework must fit the application domain. In embedded systems, this means choosing frameworks that use concurrency and can deal with real-time constraints. Operating systems with no real-time facilities won't be that useful, for example (see Table 1 in the main text for a list of frameworks that may be suitable). some computation in parallel, at least conceptually (and perhaps actually). A concurrent framework defines the "laws of physics," fashioning the ontology, protocols, and epistemology to achieve a particular approach to concurrent computing. In practice, concurrency seriously complicates system design. No universal concurrent framework has yet emerged (despite what some proponents of a particular approach might say).
To understand why, consider the von Neumann framework, a universally accepted model of sequential computation. A key part of its success is that it reduces time to a total order of discrete events, in which sequencing is sufficient for correctness. In distributed systems, maintaining such a total order globally is expensive, except for very small systems. Thus, in practice, events are partially ordered at best. This partial ordering makes it difficult to maintain a global notion of "system state," which is an essential part of the von Neumann framework.
In networked embedded systems, communication bandwidth and latencies will vary over several orders of magnitude, even within the same system design. A framework well suited to small latencies (the synchronous hypothesis in digital circuit design, for example, where computation and communication take zero time) is usually poorly suited to large latencies-and vice versa. Thus, practical designs will almost certainly have to combine techniques.
Gul Agha of the University of Illinois describes actors, which extend objects to concurrent computation. 1 Actors encapsulate a thread of control and have interfaces for interacting with other actors. The protocols for this interface, interaction patterns, are part of the concurrent framework. Agha argues that no model of concurrency can or should let designers express all communication abstractions directly. He describes message passing as akin to gotos in their lack of structure. Instead, he recommends using an interaction policy to determine how actors are composed.
Sample frameworks
Both researchers and practitioners have explored a rich variety of frameworks that deal with concurrency and time in different ways. Table 1 lists a few examples. So far, most designers are exposed to only one or two frameworks, but as design practices change- as the level of abstraction and domain-specificity rise-this diversity will make it hard to select a framework. Embedded system designers will soon need some way to reconcile the myriad views being offered.
Time is one dimension in which these views differ. Some models of computation are very explicit: They view time as a real number that advances uniformly, and they place events on a timeline or evolve continuous signals along the timeline. Others are more abstract, viewing time as discrete. Still others are even more abstract, viewing time as merely a constraint imposed by causality. In this last interpretation, time is partially ordered. The rich mathematics of partial orders then provides a mathematical framework for formally analyzing and comparing computational models. 2 Process networks and rendezvous-based models take this view, which explains much of their expressiveness.
Many researchers have thought deeply about the role of time in computation. Albert Benveniste and colleagues at the Institut Recherche en Informatique et Systems Aleatoires (IRISA) observe that in certain classes of systems, "the nature of time is by no means universal, but rather local to each subsystem, and consequently multiform." 3 Leslie Lamport of the Compaq Systems Research Center observes that there is no way to exactly maintain a coordinated notion of time in distributed systems and shows that a partial ordering is sufficient. 4 
Mixing frameworks
A grand unified approach to modeling would seek a concurrent framework that serves all purposes. One approach is to create the union of all the frameworks, providing all of their services in one bundle. But the resulting framework would be extremely complex and difficult to use, and designing synthesis and validation tools would be difficult. A more feasible alternative is to choose one concurrent framework, say rendezvous, and show that all the others are special cases of that. This is relatively easy to do-in theory. Most of these frameworks are sufficiently expressive to subsume most of the others. The disadvantage is that this approach doesn't acknowledge each model's strengths and weaknesses.
Another approach is to use an architecture description language (ADL) to define a framework. Some ADLs, such as Wright, 5 can describe the rich component interactions common in software architecture and often provide a way to get good insights into the design. But sometimes the ADL and the design are a poor match. Wright, for example, which is based on CSP, does not cleanly describe asynchronous message passing (it requires overly detailed descriptions of the message-passing mechanisms).
What we really need are architecture design languages, not architecture description languages. That is, the focus should not be on describing current practice, which an ADL does, but on improving future practice. Wright, with its strong commitment to CSP, should not be concerned with whether it cleanly models asynchronous message passing. It should take the stand that asynchronous message passing is a bad idea for the designs it does describe well. A final alternative is to heterogeneously mix frameworks, but instead of forming the union of their services, preserve their distinct identity. A few mixtures combine concurrency models with sequential models such as finite-state machines. For example, hybrid systems 6 combine finite-state machines with continuoustime models. Statecharts and variants combine synchronous/reactive models with finite-state machines. "*charts" (pronounced "starcharts") combine finitestate machines with a variety of other concurrency models. 7 Yet another interesting integration of diverse semantic models is in Statemate, 8 which combines activity charts (a process network variant) with statecharts.
HARDWARE-SOFTWARE PARTNERSHIP
Since the 1970s, when programmable DSPs and microcontrollers first appeared, functionality has steadily shifted from hardware to software. This glib statement actually has profound consequences. "Software" means primarily sequential execution with a single instruction stream. That is, the same hardware resources are multiplexed in time to perform a variety of functions. "Hardware," in contrast, means primarily parallel execution; hardware resources are not shared (or at least, not as much). Of course, between these endpoints is a continuum: To some degree, software executes in parallel and hardware functional units are multiplexed.
Most embedded systems involve both significant hardware and software design, so a large part of a designer's task is to explore the balance between their sequential and parallel execution styles. For hard-realtime functions, such as signal processing, designers often assign concurrent tasks to distinct processors. For example, the speech coders and radio modems in a digital cellular telephone use processors distinct from the microcontroller that handles the overall control logic. Thus, despite being primarily software components, the speech coders and radio modems have a hardware nature in that they require dedicated hardware resources that are not multiplexed.
In theory, as embedded processor performance improves, there should be less need for such hardware specialization. Until then, however, designers must use dedicated hardware to handle hard-real-time tasks or use processors that so greatly exceed minimum performance capabilities that failure is unlikely despite the unpredictability that multitasking introduces. Real-time Functionality has steadily shifted from hardware to software.
operating systems cannot yet reliably handle many hard-real-time tasks, and before this can change, the embedded system community must rethink multitasking. First, component interface definitions need to declare temporal properties, not just a fixed priority, which is sufficient only under the rarely applicable assumptions of rate-monotonic scheduling. The definitions need to declare the dynamics (phases of execution, exception handling, modes of operation, and yes, also periodicity, where appropriate). Second, compositions of components must have consistent and nonconflicting temporal properties-much as compositions of objects must have compatible types where they interact. One possible approach, which synchronous/reactive languages take, for example, views all executing processes as part of a single application. Programmers build programs in a highly concurrent, hardware-like manner, but then compile away the concurrency.
REAL-TIME SCHEDULING
Although scheduling is an old topic, it has certainly not played out. A real-time scheduler provides some assurances of timely performance given certain component properties, such as a component's invocation period or task deadlines. Rate-monotonic scheduling principles translate the invocation period into priorities. Priorities may also be based on semantic information about the application, reflecting the criticality with which the scheduler must deal with some event, for example.
Unfortunately, most methods are not compositional. Even if a method can provide assurances individually to each component in a pair, there is no systematic way to provide assurances for the aggregate of the two, except in trivial cases. One manifestation of this problem is priority inversion-a chronic issue in scheduling. Priority inversion occurs when processes interact, for example by entering a monitor to exclusively access a shared resource. Suppose a lowpriority process accesses and locks a shared resource, and then a medium-priority process preempts it. The low-priority process holds exclusive access to the resource, but cannot execute while the medium priority process is around. Suppose that a high-priority process preempts the medium-priority process, and then attempts to gain access to the same resource. It must wait for the medium-priority process to run to completion, and then for the low-priority process to run until it relinquishes the resource. In effect, the lowpriority process blocks the high-priority process.
Although there are ways to prevent priority inversion, the problem is symptomatic of a deeper failure. In a priority-based scheduling scheme, processes interact both through the scheduler and through the mutual-exclusion mechanism (monitors) that the framework supports. Together, these interaction mechanisms have no coherent compositional semantics, which points to the need for a different scheduling mechanism entirely. This could be a fruitful research area.
INTERFACES AND TYPES
Type systems are one of the great practical triumphs of contemporary software. They do more than any other formal method to ensure software's correctness. Object-oriented languages, with their user-defined abstract data types, have greatly enhanced both software reusability (witness the Java class libraries) and software quality. Type systems provide a vocabulary for talking about larger structure than lines of code and subroutines.
The disadvantage for embedded software is that type systems talk only about static structure-the syntax of procedural programs. They say nothing about the program's concurrency or dynamics. These properties are relegated to more informal descriptions, such as design patterns and object modeling. For example, calling the initialize() method before the go() method is not part of the object's type signature. An object's temporal properties (method x() must be invoked every 10 ms) are also not part of the type signature. Work with active objects and actors moves a bit in the right direction by being somewhat more explicit about the dynamic properties of the components' interfaces, but it does not say enough about interfaces to ensure safety, liveness, consistency, or real-time behavior. Design by contract moves in the right direction, but it has weak formal properties.
Type system techniques
At its root, a type system constrains what a component can say about its interface and how to ensure compatibility when designers compose components. Mathematically, type system techniques depend on a partial type ordering, typically defined by a subtyping relation or (more ad hoc) by lossless convertibility. This means that an object of type A can be converted to an object of type B without any loss of information, as Figure 1 illustrates. Designers can build elaborate techniques from the robust mathematics of partial orders, leveraging fixed-point theorems, for example, to ensure convergence of type checking, type resolution, and type inference algorithms. You can even view type system methods as special cases of theorem-proving methods.
With this very broad interpretation of type systems, embedded software designers can use the theory as long as the interface properties are elements of a partial order-preferably a complete partial order or a lattice. 9 I suggest they first describe an interface's dynamic properties (such as the protocols with which a component interacts with other components) using nondeterministic automata. They can then define a Type systems are one of the great practical triumphs of contemporary software. They do more than any other formal method to ensure software's correctness.
pertinent partial ordering relation using the simulation relation among automata. It may also be possible to use various timed automata extensions in similar ways to define an interface's temporal properties much more completely than is possible in common practice today.
The case for strong typing
Strongly typed languages, such as Java and ML, emphasize catching errors as soon as possible-often the compiler catches them. But many errors are not within the type system's scope. Accessing an array out of bounds, for example, is a typical programming error that the type system cannot prevent. Several researchers have shown how to augment the type system to include such properties as array size (typically using dependent types 10 ). This work lends credence to the idea of extending type systems to program dynamics.
Not everyone is enthusiastic about strong typing, however. John Ousterhout of Scriptics Inc. argues that strong typing compromises modularity and discourages reuse: 11 Typing encourages programmers to create a variety of incompatible interfaces...each interface requires objects of specific type and the compiler prevents any other types of objects from being used with the interface, even if that would be useful.
Instead, Ousterhout advocates languages without strong typing, such as Lisp and Tcl, where safety is possible only with extensive runtime checking. Type checking is postponed until the last possible moment, however, so a system may exhibit erroneous behavior only after running for an extended period after the actual violation. Identifying the source of the problem can be difficult, and guaranteeing the code may be impossible.
Although Ousterhout raises a valid point, discarding strong typing is not the solution. For embedded systems especially, the extra degree of safety that strong typing offers overwhelms even the desire for modularity and reuse. The question then becomes how to achieve modularity and reuse without discarding strong typing.
One solution is to use polymorphism, reflection, and runtime type inference and type checking. Components must give their dynamic properties as part of their interface definition. Automata can give the protocols for communication among components, for example. Subclassing and polymorphism become possible because one automaton can be a generalization of another (technically, via a simulation relation), much the way a complex number data type is a generalization of a realnumber data type. Extending types to include an interface's dynamic properties requires novel syntactic language support as well as new compiler and runtime techniques. Objectoriented languages, for example, brought typing concepts such as inheritance and polymorphism into mainstream use. Not only do modern languages syntactically support these concepts, but higher level visual syntaxes such as the Unified Modeling Language (UML) have evolved to extend syntactic support even further. Extended type systems could, in principle, reflect
• protocols for communication between components (rendezvous, asynchronous message passing, streams, events, and so on); • models of time (continuum, discrete, clocked, partially ordered, and so on); and • control flow (synchronous, scheduled firings, process scheduling, real-time, and so on).
These component aspects can be polymorphic, meaning that components will assert minimal constraints in their interface. To make such types possible, there must be sufficient syntactic language supporta key part of future embedded software research.
METAFRAMEWORK
All frameworks impose some constraints to achieve certain benefits. As a rule, stronger benefits come at the expense of stronger constraints. Thus, frameworks can become rather specialized as they seek these benefits. The drawback with specialized frameworks is that they are unlikely to solve all the framework problems for any complex system. To avoid giving up the benefits of specialized frameworks, designers of complex systems will have to mix frameworks heterogeneously. There are several ways to do this. One is through specialization (analogous to subtyping) where one framework is simply a more restricted version of another. A second way is to mix frameworks hierarchically. A component in one framework is actually an aggregate of components in another. The challenge is to avoid having to design each pairwise hierarchical framework combination.
The Ptolemy project at UC Berkeley (http:// ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu) takes the hierarchical approach and uses a system-level type concept, domain polymorphism, to avoid pairwise design. Designers realize a framework using a software infrastructure, called a domain. A component that is domain polymorphic can operate in multiple domains. The idea is that the interface an aggregate of components exposes in a domain is itself domain polymorphic. Thus, designers can use the aggregate in any of several other domains and still have clear semantics.
Initially, Ptolemy project members built domain polymorphic components in an ad hoc way, using intuition to define an interface that was as unspecific as possible. More recently, they have characterized these interfaces using nondeterministic automata to give the interface's assumptions and requirements precisely. Automata also characterize the services each domain provides. A component can operate within a domain if its interface automata simulate those of the domain. The resulting Ptolemy framework can be viewed as a metaframework in that it provides an infrastructure for composing frameworks.
A few other research projects have also combined computational models hierarchically. The Gravity system and its visual editor Orbit, like Ptolemy, provide a metaframework that mixes modeling techniques heterogeneously. 12 A model in a domain is a facet, and heterogeneous models are multifaceted designs.
T hese are but a few of the interesting embedded system research problems. There are many more. Human-computer interaction, for example, is key to making embedded systems pervasive and useful. Ideally, the embedded software becomes transparent, mediating a natural and intuitive interaction with the physical world. Also, configurable hardware offers interesting opportunities and challenges and potentially relates strongly to the problem of selecting appropriate computational models.
There are also interesting and challenging networking problems, particularly providing quality-of-service guarantees in the face of unreliable resources. Finally, hardware and software design techniques that minimize power consumption are critical for portable devices.
I have focused on constructing embedded software because embedded software demands that time become a first-class part of the programming exercise. Embedded system designers need more than threads, semaphores, and monitors. The focus must move beyond a program's functional correctness to its temporal correctness. The key problem then becomes identifying the appropriate abstractions for representing the design. ✸ All frameworks impose some constraints to achieve certain benefits. As a rule, stronger benefits come at the expense of stronger constraints. 
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